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This is Volume 43 of the Quarterly Trail Tree Project Newsletter. We hope the topics in this newsletter
will be of interest to you. If you want us to report on other things, just let us know and we will be happy
to do that. Below is all the latest news.

Trail Tree (TT) Database
Trail Tree Database
There are now have 2,564 Marker Trees in the database covering 44 states. The remaining states in the
lower 48 that do not have a Marker Tree found as yet are North & South Dakota, Idaho and Nevada. We
need folks from those states looking for a Marker tree so we can get our coverage to 48 states.

Trees of Interest
I’ve selected some of trees from all over the United
States submitted that gets us to July 2018 to show the
extent of Marker Trees nationwide. There are so many
trees submitted, we can’t show all in the newsletter so
we are about ½ year behind at this point. I mentioned
in the last newsletter, we are learning more about
interpreting the trees and learning to look for common
configurations which help us to understand their
purpose.

GA Tree
This tree is a special Marker Tree marking the graves of
three Creek Indian woman. This tree dates to about the
time of the Indian removal in GA in 1838.

GA Tree
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AR Tree
Bob Gaut, our research associate in AR sent
in this tree which is as gnarly as one can get.
NC Tree
Ben sent in this tree from NC. The tree is a very old
one having a diameter of 38.2 inches.

AR Tree

NC Tree

NJ Tree
Mr. Peables sent in his tree from NJ. This is another
very old tree. We did not get the diameter of the tree
but it is likely over 40 inches in diameter.
NJ Tree

IN Tree
Dave lives near the Elkhart River in IN in a house
that was built in the 1850’s. There are Indian
artifacts all over the land. It is rumored that an
Indian village was located near this site. He sent in
his tree from property that has been occupied by his
family for almost 170 years.

IN Tree
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NY Tree
Marilyn’s tree from NY is also a very old tree. This tree is of
the Black Cherry species which is one of the few bent using
that species of tree.

CT Tree
Jeff Brown has
been doing a great
job finding Marker
Trees in CT. This is
the fourth tree he
has found in CT.

NY Tree

CT Tree

OK Tree
We do not get
many
Marker
Trees in from OK.
James found this
one in Beavers
Bend State Park
on a trail in the
park.

MN Tree
Kara has been
MN Tree
OK
Tree
sending in Marker
Trees from Long Island for several years. She found this tree in the Boundary Water Canoe area of MN
while on a canoeing vacation.

KY Tree
Heather found her Marker Tree in the Daniel Boone National Forest near the Cumberland River in KY.
This is another very old tree probably marking an old Indian trail in the forest area.
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WV Tree
Mark and his wife bought property on the Little
Cacapon River in West Virginia. While searching
their property, they found this Marker tree. Their
property has steep embankments down to the river
except for one location where it is easier to get to the
river. The tree is pointing to the pathway through this
less steep decline to the river.

Indian Heritage Sites Research Program
For the past six months, we have been focused on
researching Indian village sites of many tribes in the
SE and West. Each principle tribal village site has
been determined to have common cultural features
which include a Council House, a Dance Grounds and
a Ceremonial Healing site. Some tribes such as the
Creek Indians have one more cultural site which is a
Ceremonial Burial site. We are working on a major
report of these findings which should be released in
early 2019.

KY Tree

On 1 January 2019, we released our first report of
2019 entitled, Is There a Proven Alternative to
Western Science. This report documents the century
worth of facts that show that Native Science and
dowsing can be used successfully to locate Indian
sacred sites.
was created to i

Mystery of the Trees Presentations and
Book Signings
We are now only doing a few presentations each year
WV Tree
based on requests or invited conference presentations.
Our first presentation for 2019 is to a Middle School class in Jasper, GA. Another presentation is
scheduled in February in Atlanta and we plan on doing two presentations at the Wilderness Wildlife Week
Conference in Pigeon Forge, TN this coming May.
We have sold out of the third printing of our book the Mystery of the Trees in early 2018 so it is no longer
available. We still have a number of the DVD’s of the same title available. We dropped the price of that
item to $12.00 and will have it for sale until supplies are gone.
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Filming
In the later part of last year, we filmed Becky at her spring site which is a major Indian Healing site.
Becky had suffered a catastrophic illness and was given only a 50% chance to live. However, sitting at
her site daily where there is upwelling energy cured her in six months. This is the first place we have
been able to document the healing power of Indian Healing sites. Later in the year, we traveled to AL to
film a segment at another healing site we located. This site was so powerful that some of our researchers
could feel their hands getting warmer when held over the energy lines at the site.

Facebook
To stay in touch with our activities in between Newsletter issues, follow us on our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/mysterytrees. This site provides a running account of our weekly activities. Please
log on to the site and LIKE the page. This opens our information to a larger audience and helps educate
folks about the program. Currently, our LIKE’s total is 1,818. We are striving for the 2,000 mark. A lot
of dialog is now on going between the followers of the site who are sharing their findings across the
nation.
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